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Abstract. Result diversification is an important aspect in query events,
web-based search, facility location and other applications. To satisfy
more users in event-based social networks(EBSNs), search result diver-
sification in an event that covers as many user intents as possible. Most
existing result diversification algorithms recognize an user may search
for information by issuing the different query as much as possible. In
this paper, we leverage many different users in a same event such that
satisfy the maximum benefit of users, where users want to participate
in an event that s/he did not know any users, for example, blind date,
Greek and other activities. To solve this problem, we devise an effective
greedy heuristic method and integrate simulated annealing techniques to
optimize the algorithm performance. In particular, the Greedy algorithm
is more effective but less efficient than Integrate Simulated Annealing
in most cases. Finally, we conduct extensive experiments on real and
synthetic datasets which verify the efficiency and effectiveness of our
proposed algorithms.
1 Introduction
In recent years, various event-based social networks(EBSNs) are more and more
popular and practical in real world, many websites are produced in this scenario,
such as Meetup, Plancast and Eventbrite. These websites are mainly provide
online events which users can resigned and manage offline social activities, such
as fellowship activities, gathering, sports activities and others events, and sends
such information to users.
However, most existing EBSNs only provide a set of events that users can
participate in them [1], where consider that the diversity of users in an event
are absent. Image the following scenario, Bob has no special partner, he want to
meet his true love through bind dating. And he did not want to with his familiar
friends in the dating occasions, so he choose the event that there are no any
his friends to take part in. Though Bob desired to join a fraternity, he have to
consider his friends that they whether in the fellowship hall, as he did not want
to let other friends who know he go to a blind date. In fact, many users usually
encounter the same problem: they want to attend an event that there are no any
familiar friends such that other users did not know his/her information.
2Besides resolving result diversification, it is appealing to have an user-event
arrangement strategy that optimizes the benefits of both event organizers and
users, e.g. for organizing fellowship or bind date. Particularly, [2] [3] [4] [5] [6]
are recent studied the arrangement of users to events such that all users obtain
maximum satisfaction. However, the motivation of [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] have no
considered that result diversification of users in a same event.
In addition to the aforementioned scenario, Bob did not want to take the
far of distance from his home, so he will choose a place that organizes activities
and he could accept the distance from his home to the activities. Therefore,
the problem of result diversification in EBSNs should consider two factors as
follows: the location influence between events/activities and users and the social
friendship among users. Therefore, a new arrangement strategy not only consider
the aforementioned two factors, but also guarantee all events satisfy its capacity.
In the following, we illustrate a toy example to explain our motivation in details.
Example 1. Suppose we have five users (u1 − u5) and two events (v1 − v2)
(each location corresponds to an event) in an EBSN. We illustrate this exam-
ple in Fig. 1, the edge weights indicate the strength of social connections, the
Euclidean distance ||ui, vj || between users u ∈ U and events v ∈ V are showed
in the table of Fig. 1. The larger the distance, the higher arrangement cost will
be taken for users. Furthermore, each event includes a capacity, which is the
maximum number of users. In this example, the capacities of v1 and v2 are 4
and 3, respectively. If we assume that the cost function between a pair of users
and events is the linear of normalized factors between their location and social
friendship. The optimal goal is to minimum the sum of the spatial distance and
the social friendship to obtain result diversification. A feasible arrangement is
showed in following. The arrangement of the feasible arrangement is 〈u1, v2〉,
〈u2, v2〉, 〈u3, v1〉, 〈u4, v1〉, 〈u5, v1〉 and the total cost of current arrangement is
1.20.
Fig. 1. Running Example
As discussed in the motivation example, a novel EBSNs is introduced, which
mainly devises result diversification of all users in a same event/activity. There
are some researches relevant with result diversification, [7] introduces users did
not clearly specified from the initial query, and users want to find a result con-
sistent with their intents. However, our work aim at the user have known her/his
3interest of events, and s/he want to attend the event that her/his friends can
not recognize her/him such that her/his information is secret. Specifically, given
a set of users and a set of events, each user has a distance from event and each
user has friendship of others. In our paper, we find an arrangement such that the
minimum the sum of distance between users and events and social friendship of
each users. In particular, we make the following contributions.
a). We introduce a new social event arrangement problem and propose the
formal definitions of result diversification in EBSNs.
b). For the result diversification in EBSNs, we devise a baseline algorithm
and a optimization algorithm, Greedy and Integrate Simulated Annealing. In
particular, the Greedy algorithm is more effective but less efficient than Integrate
Simulated Annealing in most cases.
c). We conduct extensive experiments on real and synthetic datasets which
verify the efficiency and effectiveness of our proposed algorithms.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we formally for-
mulate the result diversification in EBSNs. In section 3, we propose a baseline
algorithm,Greedy algorithm. Moreover, a optimization algorithm (Integrate Sim-
ulated Annealing) is proposed in section 4. Section 5 shows extensive experiments
on both synthetic and real datesets. The related works are presented in Section
6. We finally conclude this poper in Section 7.
2 Problem Statement
We first introduce several concepts and then formally define the result diversifi-
cation in EBSNs.
Definition 1(User). A user is defined as u(xu, yu), xu presents the longitude
of the user, yu presents the latitude of the user. xu and yu presents the location
of the user.
Definition 2(Event). An event is defined as v(xv, yv, δv), xv presents the
longitude of the event, yv presents the latitude of the event, δv presents the
capacity of event v, xv and yv presents the location of the event.
Basically, we consider two factors of result diversification in EBSNs, the spa-
tial distance of users and events, social friendship among users. And we have the
following definition.
Definition 3(Distance). As users have its location and events have its loca-
tion, we use Euclidean distance to compute the distance of users and events. We
denote d =
√
(xu − xv)2 + (yu − yv)2 as the distance of users and events.
Definition 4(Social Graph). Let G = (U,E,W ) presents the social graph,
where U is the set of users, E is the set of edges (i.e., social connections), and
W is the set of edge weights (denoting the strength of social connections).
Given a set of users U , each u of which with longitude xu and latitude yu.
a set of events V , each v of which with capacity δv, longitude xv and latitude
yv, Euclidean distance formula and a social graph, find an arrangement between
users and events to minimize the total cost Cost(U, V, α) such that
(1) Each event is not exceed its capacity δv.
4(2) d(u, v) ≥ 0
(3) Cost(U, V, α) = α ·
∑
i∈vi
d(i, vi)+ (1−α) ·
∑
e=(ui,uj)∈v,vui=vuj
w(ui, uj)
where the preference parameter α ∈ (0, 1) adjusts the relative importance
of the two factors. If α > 0.5, the result diversification should aim more at
minimizing the arrangement cost of the distance. In this formula, the first term
is the sum of all distances between each user and its event, and the second term
is the social friendship of users.
3 The Baseline of EBSNs
In this section, we propose a greedy algorithm as baseline to solve the result
diversification in EBSNs, in which we minimize the spatial distance between
users and events and the social friendship of users when they participate in
a same event. Since an user would like to attend en event that it is near from
her/his home, and s/he did not want to see too familiar friends in some activities,
such as bind date, fellowship club and other events/activities.
The baseline algorithm is thinking about the following. There are a set of
users and a set of events, and find an arrangement such that each user obtain
the maximum satisfaction. We first assign pairs of users and events into H ,
taking into account the spatial distance. H contains a tuple 〈u, v, g〉 representing
potential arrangement of pairs of users and events. The H of g is ordered by
non-increasing according to potential gain, defined as g(u, v|∅) = d(u, v). Then
we extract the pair with the smallest g(u, v|∅) from heap H which stores tuple
containing user u, event v and the potential gain g. If the event is not up to
its capacity, we will assign the user u to the event v. Let M(u) denotes the
arrangement of user u, (ui, vj) presents the arrangement of ui is vj , then if the
neighbours of user u (i.e., u′) is not assigned, we update g(u′, v|Sv) = α·d(u′, v)+
(1− α) ·
∑
vu′=vu
w(u, u′) based on the heap H . Finally, we extract the smallest
the potential gain of user u′, and assign u′ to event v which satiated |Sv| < δv.
This process can be repeated as needed. The post-processing stops when either
all users are assigned or there are not enough available events/activities. More
details are show in Algorithm 1.
We illustrate the procedure in Algorithm 1. In line 1, we first initialize the
heap H , and let M(u) ← ∅ denotes user u is not assigned, Sv presents the set
of users are assigned to event v. In lines 2-4, We compute the potential gain
according to pairs of users and events, and put them into the heap H . In lines
6-15, We first extract the pair with the smallest potential gain which contains
user u, event v and gain value g from H , and then assign user u to event v. Then
compute potential gain of the neighbours of user u, and update H . Finally, find
the minimum potential gain which contains the neighbours of user u, event v
and the gain utility, then assign the neighbours of user u to the event v.
Example 2. Running our algorithm in Example 1. We first make an initial-
ization pair of users and events according to the spatial distance. We construct
a heap H that stores the spatial distance of users and events. There are 10 po-
tential gains and 10 pairs of users and events in H , with which 〈u1, v1, 0.9〉,
5Algorithm 1 Baseline
1: Initialize heap H , M(u)← ∅ for all u, Sv ← ∅ for all v.
2: for all (u, v) ∈ U × V s.t. d(u, v) > 0 do
3: Insert {u, v, g(u, v|∅)} into H
4: end for
5: Heapify H
6: while H 6= ∅ do
7: Extract the pair with the smallest function g(u, v|Sv) from H
8: if |Sv | < δv and M(u)← ∅ then
9: Sv ← Sv ∪ {u}
10: for all u′: w(u, u′) > 0 and M(u′) = ∅ do
11: Update {u′, v, g(u′, v|Sv)} into H
12: end for
13: end if
14: Heapify H
15: end while
16: return the final arrangement and the total cost.
〈u1, v2, 0.3〉, 〈u2, v1, 0.26〉, 〈u2, v2, 0.4〉, 〈u3, v1, 0.6〉, 〈u3, v2, 0.23〉, 〈u4, v1, 0.8〉,
〈u4, v2, 0.2〉, 〈u5, v1, 0.1〉, 〈u5, v2, 0.8〉, respectively. From above computation, we
found 0.1 is the smallest number of all potential gain, the capacity of v1 is 4, so
user u5 can be assigned to event v1. We found that u5 has two friends u2 and u3,
respectively. if assign u2 to v1, s/he will obtain the potential gain is 0.86, and
assign u2 to v2, s/he will obtain the potential gain is 0.4. Then if assign u3 to
v1, s/he will obtain the arrangement cost is 0.23, and assign u3 to v2, s/he will
obtain the arrangement cost is 0.7. In this step, 0.23 is the smallest potential
gain, so assign u3 to v1. Then assign user u4 to v1, assign u1 to v2. Finally,
the final arrangement is 〈u1, v2〉, 〈u2, v2〉, 〈u3, v1〉, 〈u4, v1〉, 〈u5, v1〉 and the final
total cost is 1.2.
Complexity analysis. In the arrangement of pair of users and events, There
are |u||v| · log(|u||v|) iterations and it takes at most O(|u||v|) time to compute
potential gain. Thus,then we exact the smallest potential gain, this step takes
O(log(|u||v|)). Then we visited each user u, we will visit his friends at most the
number of edges |E| times. Therefore, we can visit the event which has many
users are assigned to, this step spend the maximum degree of the graph, it takes
O(d) time. In overall, the worst-case time complexity of the baseline algorithm
is O(|u||v| · log(|u||v|) + |E| · d · log(|u||v|)).
4 The Optimization of EBSNs
Simple greedy algorithm is easily fallen into local optimum. In this section, in
order to solve the limitation, we propose a hybrid heuristics to optimize EBSNs.
However, if greedy combine with other heuristic algorithm, we can get a better
solution. Therefore, we propose integrate simulated annealing (e.g. simulated
annealing + greedy) to solve result diversification in EBSNs. Simulated annleal-
6ing is a probabilistic technique for approximating the global optimum of a given
function. Specifically, it is a meta-heuristic to approximate global optimization
in a large search space [8].
We first make an initial arrangement of a set of users to a set of events that
satisfy |Sv| ≤ δv, and the current total cost is f0 ( oldf = f0). As the temperature
decreases, we will random select a user u, suppose u has been matched to vi, then
random select an event vj guarantee that i 6= j and |Svj | < δvj , and assign u to
vj . The total cost of this arrangement is newf . Let ∆f = newf−oldf , if ∆f ≤ 0,
assign u to vj with probability p = 1; if ∆f ≥ 0, assign u to vj with probability
p = e−
|∆f|
RT . When we found that there are continuous |T2 | times ∆f ≥ 0, rise
the temperature until it finds a newf that satisfy ∆f ≤ 0. Finally, we set the
temperature until it is decrease to zero, the process stops. This approach did not
guaranteed optimal solution. When we found a optimization among all solutions
space, we can not guarantee that no better solution exists. Therefore, in order
to get better results, we take a total cost that it is the minimum potential gain
of all solutions space. This process iterative repeatedly, when the temperature
drops to zero, the process stops. More details are showed in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Integrate Simulated Annealing (ISA)
1: Sv ← ∅ for all v, f−increasing−count = 0, initialize R, T0,∆T, n;
2: Randomly assign all users to events satisfying |Sv | ≤ δv with total cost f0.
3: newf = f0, T = T0
4: while T > 0 do
5: oldf = newf
6: Randomly choose an user u, randomly change its assigned event to an available
event vj , and get a new total cost newf with ∆f = newf − oldf .
7: if ∆f ≤ 0 then
8: u with p = 1 match to vj .
9: else
10: u with p = e−
|∆f|
RT match to vj .
11: end if
12: if ∆f is positive for consecutive n times then
13: while newf − oldf > 0 do
14: T = T +∆T , oldf = newf .
15: Randomly choose an user u, randomly change its assigned event to an
available event vj , and get a new total cost newf with ∆f = newf − oldf .
16: end while
17: end if
18: T = T −∆T
19: end while
20: Finally select the minimum cost of all solutions, and record the arrangement of
users and events.
Details of each iteration are as follows. Let M(u) denotes the arrangement of
user u , (u, vi) presents the pair of user u and event vi in the current iteration.
7If vj is another event and vj is not full, i.e. |Svj | < δvj , and u is arranged to
vi in the current step, i.e. u ∈ Svi . We then try to change the arrangement of
u, and u is arranged to vj , i.e. u ∈ Svj . Otherwise, other users can not change
his/her current arrangement. More specifically, let Mi denotes the arrangement
of ith, and Mj presents the arrangement of jth, if |Svj | can accommodate one
more users, i.e. Mi − (u, vi) = Mj − (u, vj), and we can compute the total cost
of Mi and Mj. For each u in U , we have the cost of arrangement Mi is equal
to the cost of arrangement Mj . Each iteration, change the arrangement of one
user, this process can be repeatedly with temperature decrease.
We illustrate the procedure in Algorithm 2. In line 1, let Sv denotes the set
of users in event v, and initialize constant R and temperature T . In lines 2-3,
random assign a set of users to a set of events satisfy |Sv| ≤ δv, note the current
value is f0. In lines 6, random choose an user u and randomly change its assigned
event to an available event vj . The total cost of current arrangement is newf .
Let ∆f = newf − oldf . In lines 7-11, compare between the current solution
and neighbour solution. If the arrangement cost of neighbour solution is smaller
than the arrangement cost of current arrangement, then with p = 1 select the
neighbour solution; otherwise with p = e−
|∆f|
RT select the neighbour solution. In
lines 12-17, if there are consecutive n times ∆f > 0, rise the temperature until
it produces ∆f ≤ 0. Finally, when the temperature dropped to zero, we select
the minimum total cost of all solutions.
Example 3. Running our algorithm in Example 1. Random assign five users
to two events, current arrangement is (u1, v2), (u2,v1), (u3, v2), (u1, v2), (u5,
v1) that satisfy |Sv| < δv, and current total cost is 1.55. Random select an user
u3, the arrangement of current step is v2, and let the arrangement of u3 from
v2 to v1, other users can not change. And the total cost of this step is 1.53.
Since 1.53 < 1.55, u3 with p = 1 match to v1, and u3 with p = e
−
|∆f|
RT stay
v2. Therefore, the current arrangement is (u1, v2), (u2,v1), (u3, v1), (u1, v2),
(u5, v1). Moreover, random select an user u2, and the arrangement of current
step is v1, and the arrangement of u2 from v1 to v2, the current arrangement
is also satisfy |Sv| < δv. In this step, the arrangement is (u1, v2), (u2, v2), (u3,
v1), (u1, v2), (u5, v1) and the total cost is 1.4. The process is repeatedly as the
temperature decrease until it drops to zero. Finally, the arrangement is (u1, v2),
(u2, v1), (u3, v2), (u1, v2), (u5, v1) and the total cost is 1.045.
Complexity analysis. For the initialization step, random assign a set of
users to a set of events and compute the spacial distance of users and events,
this step spend O(|U ||V |) time to find pair of users and events. Thus, the time
complexity of the initialization step is O(|U ||V |). Then random select each user
and each event, the number of iterations are at least Ω(|U ||V |). However, the
time complexity of the next step is according to its running time and effect. In
overall, the time complexity of Integrate Simulated Annealing algorithm is at
least Ω(|U ||V |).
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5.1 Experiment Setup
In this subsection, we evaluate our proposed algorithms. We use both real and
synthetic datasets for experiments.
Real datasets. We use the Meetup dataset from [1] as real dataset. In the
Meetup dataset, each user is associated with some tags and a location. The
events are not explicitly associated with tags, but each event is associated with
some tags. Thus, for each event, we use the tags of the group who creates it as
the tags of the event itself. We use the after processed dataset from [3], similar
to [3] we use three datasets from VA, Auckland and Singapore. They are consists
of 225 activities and 2012 users, 37 activities and 569 users and 87 activities and
1500 users, respectively. Since capacity is not given in the dataset, we generate
the capacity of events following Normal and Uniform distribution. Statistic and
configuration of real datasets are illustrated in Table 1.
Table 1. Real Dataset
City V U δv α, β, γ
VA 225 2012 Normal:µ = 50, σ = 25 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5,
0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9
Auckland 37 569 Normal:µ = 50, σ = 25 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5,
0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9
Singapore 87 1500 Normal:µ = 50, σ = 25 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5,
0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9
Synthetic datasets. For synthetic datasets, we generate the number of
users, the number of events, the balance parameters α and the capacity of
events δv according to normal distribution. Statistic and configuration of syn-
thetic datasets are illustrated in Table 2
Furthermore, synthetic datasets are created by Python, all algorithms are
implemented in C++, under Linux Ubuntu and the experiments were performed
on a machine with Intel Xeon E5620 2.40GHz with 16-core CPU and 12GB
memory.
5.2 Experiment Results
In this subsection, we mainly evaluate the total cost of all proposed algorithms.
We computed the total cost according to Cost(U, V, α) = α ·
∑
i∈vi
d(i, vi) +
(1 − α) ·
∑
e=(ui,uj)∈v,vui=vuj
w(ui, uj), and tested our proposed algorithms via
varying following parameters: the size of U , the size of V , the capacity of events
δv and the balance parameter α.
Effect of |U |. We first study the effect of varying |U |, and set users are 100,
200, 500, 1000, 2000 and 5000, respectively, the number of events (20) are fixed.
9Table 2. Synthetic Dataset
Factor Setting
|V | 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500
|U | 100, 200, 500, 1000,, 2000, 5000
δv Normal: N(25, 25),N(50, 25),N(75, 25), N(100, 25), N(125, 25);
Uniform: [1,20], [1,50], [1,100], [1,150], [1,200]
α 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8
|d| 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9
R 0.005, 0.0005
T0 1000, 10000
n 10, 20, 30
∆T 1, 10
We then present the results of arrangement cost, running time and memory cost
in Fig. 2. We first can observe that the total cost values generally increase with
U increases. We then observe that ISA perform better in total cost than Greedy.
Finally, the running time and memory cost increase as |U | becomes larger.
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Fig. 2. Results on varying |U |
Effect of |V |. We then study the effect of varying |V |, set events are 10,
20, 50, 100, 200 and 500, respectively, the number of uers (1000) are fixed. We
present the result of arrangement cost, running time and memory cost in Fig. 3.
We can observe that the total cost decrease as |V | increases. The reason is that
the number of users is limited and thus when the number of events increases,
more users are available to each event on average. We also observe that greedy
perform better than ⁀ISA in running time. Finally, the memory cost of effect of
V is not particularly obvious.
Effect of |d|. We then study the effect of varying |d|. We present the result
of arrangement cost, running time and memory cost in Fig. 4. We can observe
that the total cost decrease as |d| increases. The reason is that users have more
friends, they attend a same event with a larger probability. We also observe
that memory cost increases as |d| increases, and the time of effect of V is not
particularly obvious change.
Effect of δv. We then study the effect of vary δv following Normal and
Uniform distribution. We present the results of arrangement cost, running time
and memory cost in Fig. 5. We can first observe that the arrangement did not
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Fig. 4. Results on varying |d|
particularly obvious change when δv generated following Normal and Uniform
distribution. Second, in the running time, greedy preforms better than ISA, since
ISA has more iterations. Third, varying δv has little effect on the memory cost
of all algorithms.
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Effect of α. We study the effect of vary α. Particularly, we vary the balance
parameter α is 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9. We present the results of arrangement
cost, running time and memory cost in Fig. 6. we obverse that the total cost
decrease when the balance parameter α increases. The reason is that the balance
parameter α increases, the objective function places extra emphasis on the social
cost. Also, the integrate simulated annealing (ISA) perform better in total cost
than Greedy. Finally, the running time and memory cost has little effect of all
algorithms when varying α.
Real dataset. Fig. 7 shows the results on real dataset (Auckland) when
the capacity values are generated following Normal and Uniform distribution.
Notice that the results on real dataset have similar patterns to those of synthetic
data. Similar patterns are observed on the other two real datasets and when the
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capacity values are generated following Normal and Uniform distribution, and
we omit the results due to limited space.
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6 Related Work
In this section, we will review the related works in four categories, spatial match-
ing, location-based social networks, event-based social networks, result diversi-
fication.
Spatial Matching. In recent years, there have been a series of works about
spatial matching, such as [9] [10]. These works are mainly about spatial infor-
mation and capacity constraints in the matching scenario. The solution of [10]
is aim at the min-max matching distance, and [9] introduces the arrangement of
capacity constrained. However, these works did not consider the information of
social network, this is the different with our work.
Location-based Social Networks. Location-based social networks(LBSNs)
rapid development in recent years, and there are many papers in this field. The
two paper of [11] [12] introduce the problem of query processing in LBSNs, they
consider the distance and the social graph, while they neglect the capacity con-
straints of events. Moreover, there are some researches about LBSNs, such as
[13] [14]. They introduce a social event recommendation method that exploits
the location of users and social friendships to recommend events according to the
interest of users. These works are different from our work, as they analyse the be-
haviour patterns of social network users to measure their social and collaborative
friendships. However, these work did not consider the capacity of events. There-
fore, our work is distinct from them in that we support result diversification of
user-event arrangement and consider the capacity of events.
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Event-based Social Networks. There are a lot of works about event-based
social networks(EBSNs), [1] is the first work of the unique features in EBSNs. Re-
cently, [2] introduces the social event organization (SEO) problem, which assigns
users to activities such that maximizes the overall innate and social affinities.
However, the solution of [2] considers two factors, the similarity of attributes
and social friendship among users, they neglect the spatial influence between
activities and users. Furthermore, there is a novel approach in EBSNs, [6] in-
troduces multi-criteria social graph partitioning: a game theoretic approach in
EBSNs, which consider two factors are as follows: the distance between users and
event, the friendship of users. The model of [6] based on the graph partitioning,
it partitions a social network into a set of input events, so that users in the same
event are socially connected, and at the same time they have high similarities
to the same event. Clearly, [6] cannot handle the situation that the event has
capacity.
Result Diversification. Diversification has been studied for Web search
[15] [16] and information retrieval[17]. These earlier work has mostly focused on
the result of web search on assessing relevance and diversity of the result. The
prior work often adopts specific objective functions according to their similarity
between each others. However, these works did not consider the information of
social network, they are significantly different with our work.
7 Conclusion
This paper studies result diversification in EBSNs, which assign a set of users
to a set of events so that the distance between users and their events and the
social friendship of users in a same event are minimized. To achieve efficiency,
we devise a model of result diversification in EBSNs, and develop a baseline
and propose a optimization algorithm to enhance its performance, greedy and
Integrate Simulated Annealing. In addition, We implement our proposed methods
in both real datasets and synthetic datasets, and we observe that the integrate
simulated annealing perform better in total cost than Greedy.
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